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(FREE) My Video Cutter is a lightweight tool that allows you to easily split your video files. From the
app’s simple interface you can set the starting and ending frames of the segment you want to cut
from the video, as well as the selected output format. It is quite likely that at some point, you might
have found yourself in need of a dedicated tool for splitting your video files. Although complex
software suites come with such a capability as a staple feature these days, getting around to working
with them can sometimes be challenging, especially for beginners. With simplicity in mind and
ergonomic handling, My Video Cutter will allow users to easily add and cut their video files to the
preferred duration. Add your video file, select the required duration segment and choose a preferred
output format Users can add their files using the dedicated function, but no drag-and-drop
functionality is offered. A dual-screen preview provides a good overview of the starting and ending
video frames, making for an easy selection. Setting the duration can either be done using the
numerical inputs, as well as by simply dragging the sliders to the required position. A range of some
of the most common video formats is offered as output, this way making the app a converter as well.
Lack of batch processing and no multi-segment selection could deter more demanding users When it
comes to the caveats of the provided package, these aren’t so many, most being more important if
you need to process multiple videos or need to fine-tune the segment selection even more. No batch
processing is present, meaning that you will have to edit each video at a time, and there is no ability
to select multiple segments for cutting, which could be of interest to those who crave a bit more
extra capability. Minimalist video cutter app that puts emphasis on simplicity and ease-of-use, but
lacks more advanced features If you seek a basic video cutter that allows you to add your file, select
the preferred duration, an output format and proceed with the splitting, all in a simple manner, then
this application could be for you. (FREE) My Video Cutter is a lightweight tool that allows you to
easily split your video files. From the app’s simple interface you can set the starting and ending
frames of the segment you want to cut from the video, as well as the selected output format. ]]>
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My Video Cutter Free Download is a free video cutter application. It allows you to split your video
files to the desired duration with ease. The application is very easy to use, requiring only simple
settings in order to achieve the task. The Nokia Music Store is a place for all of the Nokia Music
artists to promote, sell and shop from their music. It is the best way to discover new artists and
discover great music. The artists and the fans will benefit from this. Visit for more information about
the Nokia Music Store. Key Features: • Find your favorite music and discover new music artists. •
Play and buy albums, singles and videos. • Listen to music on your mobile phone or computer. •
Synchronize your Music with your mobile and desktop devices. • Enjoy radio stations with your
favourite music. • Keep track of your progress in the Billboard chart. Camtasia Studio 7 is a software
tool that allows you to make professional-looking screencasts. Using this software, you can record
your computer screen, audio from your microphone, and even video clips from a webcam or digital
camera. You can share these screencasts over the Internet. Video recording is a fun way to save an
important event in your life. You can share these videos through a variety of methods such as
YouTube, Vimeo, Email, social networks, website, etc. There are various apps for video recording on
iPhone and iPad. Among these apps, Video recorder is one of the most famous apps for recording
videos. In this article, we will discuss how to use and download Video Recorder for iPhone. In an
attempt to make its user experience more robust, Google has released an open source TTS solution
for Android. This is an HTML5 TTS platform with the ability to generate sound effects and text-to-
speech, and the audio is processed using a number of different techniques. Key Features: Audio
editor You can make these voice recordings in any sound format you want and give it a name. Then
you can upload the file to Google Drive for easy access, access it from the web or use it to sync
across devices. Its one of the most widely used websites for social networking and blogging with
millions of users world-wide. With mobile becoming increasingly popular and more and more people
accessing the internet through their smartphones, more and more websites are now optimised for
mobiles. The application is more than 2edc1e01e8
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My Video Cutter is a video splitter application. My Video Cutter allows you to split video files at a
specific length by dropping them in the application window. You can choose your desired length, for
instance you can split a 30-second video into 10-second segments.... Splitting is easy and faster in
My Video Cutter. It does what it says. Unlike other video splitters, there are no complicated menus
to learn, no moving parts or tricky controls. With this straightforward tool you can split your video
file into multiple video clips of a specific length, giving you an easy to use way to edit a single video
into several smaller segments. The best part is you can do it with no effort or hassle. Just drop your
video file into the application and choose the segment length. Any of the files you have been working
on can be split into smaller segments: * Multiple MP4 videos * Single MP4 video into several MKV
videos * Video of any type into several MP4 video files * Multiple MPG videos * Single AVI video into
several WMV videos * Multiple DVD quality DVD and HD DVD videos * A single VOB file into
multiple OGM files * Single MOV video into several H.264 video files * Single WMV video into
several MPEG-4 video files * Single AVI video into several MP4 video files My Video Cutter has some
of the best video splitter features of any application on the market. * Choose the size of your
segments * Choose to output video file in MP4, MKV, WMV, MPEG-4, H.264, OGM or MOV format *
Drag and drop your file to the application * Length selection in minutes or seconds * Enter the
number of segments from one file or multiple files * Video size selection in pixels or megapixels *
Batch Split for multiple files * Output video settings * Output settings have resolution, codec, frame
rate, audio and subtitles * Automatically outputs video files in the same folder and renames each file
with the names of your selection. * Display the file size in MB or GB * Multiple-File Split * Multiple-
File Split option allows you to split your selected files or the selected segments of your selected files
into separate files. * You can use any of your files and you don’t have to delete your original files. *
Use any format, resolution, codec, frame rate, audio and
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What's New In My Video Cutter?

MP4 Video Splitter is an intuitive and handy software that enables users to split single video files
into smaller ones. It supports several video formats and allows the users to select the desired time
range by dragging the sliders of the timeline. MP4 Video Splitter Description: MP4 Video Splitter is
a simple yet versatile program to split MP4/AAC/M4A/M4B/M4V files into smaller pieces. The user
can select the desired time range by dragging the sliders of the timeline. MP4 Video Split is an
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intuitive and convenient tool to divide one MP4 video file into two or more parts. It supports a wide
range of video formats and allows the users to select the desired time range by dragging the sliders
of the timeline. MP4 Video Split Description: MP4 Video Split is a simple yet flexible MP4 video
splitting tool. It can split a video file into multiple segments (1 to 9), with the size of each segment
predetermined. MP4 Video Cutter is a simple yet easy-to-use video cutter software which allows you
to add, select and cut the desired video segments. It supports a wide range of video formats
including the popular MP4, AVI, MKV, M4V and MOV. MP4 Video Cutter Description: MP4 Video
Cutter is a simple yet easy-to-use video cutter software which allows you to add, select and cut the
desired video segments. It supports a wide range of video formats including the popular MP4, AVI,
MKV, M4V and MOV. MP4 Video Cutter Description: MP4 Video Cutter is a free, simple yet handy
video cutter program for splitting your MP4, MOV and AVI videos. Drag and drop the video file on
the timeline, then simply select the start and end time, and the output file will be split accordingly.
MP4 Video Cutter is an easy-to-use yet powerful tool to split your MP4, MKV, MOV and AVI files. It
supports various video formats and allows the users to select the desired time range by dragging the
sliders of the timeline. MP4 Video Cutter Description: MP4 Video Cutter is a simple yet easy-to-use
video cutter program for splitting your MP4, MKV, MOV and AVI files. It supports various video
formats and allows the users to select the desired time range by dragging the sliders of the timeline.
MP4 Video Cutter Description: MP4 Video Cutter is a simple yet easy-to-use video cutter program
for splitting your MP4, MKV, MOV and AVI files. It supports various video formats and allows the
users to select the desired time range by dragging the sliders of the timeline. MP4 Video Cutter is a
powerful but easy-to-use MP4



System Requirements:

*OS: Windows 8, 7 *CPU: Intel Core i3, i5, i7 or AMD equivalent (4.0 GHz or higher) *RAM:
Minimum 4GB, 8GB preferred *GPU: Nvidia Geforce GTX 750 or ATI Radeon HD 5770 or higher
*FREE BIOS *HDD: 16 GB *SRAM: Minimum 512 MB, 8 GB preferred *Hard Disk Space: 0.5 GB
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